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Lin Ziming looked relaxed on the surface, but in fact, he did not despise the
opponent, respecting the opponent tactically, and despising the opponent
strategically, it has always been his character.
He can also see now, the specific strength of this Qingyuntian.
There is no doubt that Qing Yuntian is the most powerful opponent he has
encountered since his debut!
Powerful enough, the powerhouses he encountered before, combined may
not be Qingyuntian’s opponent.
This Qingyuntian seemed to be only thirty or forty years old, but Lin Ziming
could be sure that the other party’s true age was at least eighty years old.
It is only because the Qingyuntian realm is in the third-grade Tongshen
realm, and even the cultivation base that is extremely close to the peak, can
steadily lock one’s blood and blood, so that it can be maintained to the peak.
As long as there are no accidents, Qing Yuntian’s life to be one hundred and
fifty, or even two hundred years old, is not a problem.
This is where the overbearing master of the God-passing realm lies.
While Lin Ziming was looking at Qing Yuntian, Qing Yuntian was also
looking at him.
In Qing Yuntian’s eyes, the young man in front of him, at first glance,
seemed to have no aura fluctuations, he was an ordinary god master.
However, as long as he carefully explored, he could discover that the young
man in front of him seemed to have endless secrets, and his aura was so
deep that he couldn’t see through it!
First of all, Qing Yuntian can confirm that Lin Ziming can’t only have the
cultivation base of the ordinary god-passing spirit realm. The real cultivation
base is at least in the second-grade god-passing spirit realm, but he can’t see
it.
This shows that Lin Ziming’s secret breath is very clever.
Moreover, Lin Ziming stood in front of him, a little bit jealous, and there
was no guilty mood.
Although Lin Ziming’s performance made him feel very uncomfortable, he
also knew that Lin Ziming did not perform, but that Lin Ziming was really
not afraid of him!
This is worthy of scrutiny.
Could it be said that the decapitation that night was really done by Lin
Ziming alone?
Lin Ziming’s true cultivation base has reached the third-grade tong god
realm?
As soon as a thought came out, he quickly denied it. Because it was
ridiculous, how long Lin Ziming had just stepped into the realm of the gods,
no matter how genius, it is impossible for the evildoer in such a short period
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of time to put The cultivation base has been pushed to the third-level pass
god realm!
“Lin Ziming, I have to admit that your talent really surpasses Bu Jingyun,
and also surpasses Xiaoyao King. You deserve to be called the chosen son
of this era.”
Qing Yuntian spoke again, and he even started to praise Lin Ziming. His
eyes were a little appreciative, but the next moment, his eyes became cold,
murderous, and extremely terrifying. What he said can make the
surrounding knot even more. Bing, “But, you should never, kill my lover of
Qingyuntian! Today is your death date!”
After saying this sentence, he no longer had any ink marks, and directly
started to attack Lin Ziming.
His speed is very fast. It can be said that it is the fastest speed Lin Ziming
has ever seen. It is already several times faster than the speed of sound.
It’s almost the speed of a fighter jet.
And below this speed, the instantaneous acceleration is even more terrifying.
For ordinary people, even with this speed, under such a fast acceleration, the
internal organs will directly become a lump of rotten meat, which is simply
unbearable!
Ordinary people, through special training, can only recognize an
acceleration of 10 g at most, but now Qingyuntian’s acceleration is no
longer known how many times it is higher!
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